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the big mansion which he is staying in is owned by one krishnamurthy (played by
ravichandran), who is the son of a millionaire. the owner of the mansion did not like

arunachalam, because he has come to chennai without permission and told him that he can
stay there for a couple of days. meanwhile, krishnamurthy’s friend madan comes to the

mansion to help his friend krishnamurthy. he further tells the owner that he will have to pay
a lot of money for getting his son back. and, the owner agrees to that. thus, they both start a
plan to trap rajinikanth. however, what about the good news? nowadays, you can watch the
tamil movies online for free on the site this website has the best quality of the videos. if you
have any query regarding the movie then you can ask us on the comment box. arunachalam
(1997) full movie streaming online:- this tamil movie is an action and drama indian film in the

tamil language. this film is written by a renowned comedian, screenwriter, and playwright
named crazy mohan. moreover, the movie is directed by a filmmaker, producer, and actor

named vinayagar sundar vel, who is professionally known as sundar c. the film arunachalam
(1997) is produced by k s nagarajan raja along with k muraliprasad rao. moreover, the film
arunachalam (1997) is the fourth installment of the dharani film series that stars rajinikanth

in the lead role. the film arunachalam (1997) also stars prabhu, karunas, devayani, and
manobala. the film arunachalam (1997) received a decent response upon its release. the film

was well received for its action sequences and novelty in the lead roles. this tamil movie
directed by sundar c was a box office success. moreover, the film arunachalam (1997) was
one of the highest grossing tamil films of all time. its climax is the most outstanding one.

overall, the movie is a classic.
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the film arunachalam (1997) is a tamil action comedy film directed by
karunanidhi. the movie also stars mohan, karthik, ramji, suresh menon,

and others. the music for arunachalam is composed by deva. the
producers were mani ratnam, suresh productions, and k s nagarajan. he
has to work in one restaurant as a waiter. there, he worked with mary
(sridevi). he started to like her. he used to talk a lot to her and others
used to say that he is a very good listener. one day, he got the chance
to talk to a young boy named bhaskar (nassar), who is a student of the

same school. it is seen that bhaskar was suffering from hearing
impairment and can speak only with hearing aids. rajinikanth helps him

with these hearing aids. bhaskar can hear only with the aid of these
hearing aids. bhaskar can hear the song with this aid. as per the reports,
the song is composed by the popular indian music composer s. thaman.
to give a better response, the song is sung by popular music composer
yuvan shankar raja. you can enjoy the music of this song by watching
the movie arunachalam full movie in hd 1080p. it is seen that bhaskar
can hear the song and he says it to others. rajinikanth comes to know

about bhaskar’s situation. bhaskar was impressed with him. rajinikanth
gets angry with his family. he wants to learn bhaskar's condition. his

family denies and leaves the place. bhaskar’s father arunachalam
(played by sarath kumar) arranges for the hearing aids and he gives

them to rajinikanth. rajinikanth tries to talk to bhaskar. however,
bhaskar gets scared. it is seen that rajinikanth tries to explain to him

about his reasons. he tells him that he is rajinikanth. bhaskar is shocked
and confused. when rajinikanth tells him that he will help him, bhaskar

seems relieved. it is also seen that rajinikanth tries to convince
arunachalam by telling him the reason why he is doing so. 5ec8ef588b
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